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Multiple Myeloma
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* CHALLENGESè
1. to identify high-risk patients
2. to monitor the disease dynamics
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MM heterogeneity => how many layers?



MM heterogeneity

Multiple Myeloma

genomic complexity



MM dynamics

Multiple Myeloma

long-survivors



BM aspirate at D & R:
1° => EDTA: 5-8 mL
2° => heparin: 3-4 mL

MM treatment paradigm

BM aspirate during treatment:
1° => EDTA: 5-8 mL

CR every 12 (6?) m.

sample collection: what? when? how?



il monitoraggio del Mieloma Multiplo

is BM representative??

is BM representative??

genomic heterogeneity

& patchy distribution!
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frequent monitoring??

is BM aspirate the appropriate approach? 
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Corcoran L.B.. et al., New En.J.Med. (2018)

è alternative & non-invasive source 
of circulating cell-free nucleic acids, 
proteins and extracellular vesicles, 
circulating cells 

liquid biopsy

active release

passive release



cfDNA & ctDNA

tumor cells
non-tumor cells

ctDNA
cfDNA

healthy subjects => range: 0 to 100 ng/mL
neoplastic pts => range: 0-5 to >1000 ng/mL



Abel J.B. Biom.Det and Quant (2019)

cfDNA release: a complex network

ctDNA vs cfDNA

S.Manier et al., Nature Comm. 2018

???



how can ctDNA be distinguished?

è by taking advantages of cancer-specific mutations, structural 
rearrangements, CNAs, epigenetic modifications or gene fusions to 
separate tumour-derived fragments from normal cfDNA

S.Manier et al., Nature Comm. 2018

gDNA

cfDNA

tumor fraction = 88%

tumor fraction = 19%

technical care & bio-
informatic skills



Circulating Multiple Myeloma Cells (CMMCs)

P.Rodriguez-Otero et al., Cancer Treat. Rev. 2021



Manier S. at al. Nat. Comm.(2018)

“myeloma as a model of the process of metastasis” (?)

55 genes specifically 
expressed in CMMCs

OVER expressed PATHWAY : 
- inflammation
- migration
- cellular adhesion
- EMT

DOWN regulated PATHWAY : 
- cell cycle

J.J. Garcés et al., Leukemia 2020 I.Ghobrial, Blood 2012



Foulk B. et al. Br.J.Haematol. (2017)

è significative correlation between median CMMCs count 
- in different disease phases
- in different disease stages

CMMCs & disease stage

B.Foulk et al, Br.J.Haem. 2017

èunilike ctDNA, CMMCs can inform on disease 
“dissemination” (prognostic significance?)



Foulk B. et al. Br.J.Haematol. (2017)

MM disease dynamics => rationale for the use of liquid biopsy

è a good correlation exists between circulating
elements (ctDNA and/or CMMCs) and tumour burden

1. is liquid biopsy representative of BM-PCs?
=> can be used to characterize the pts’ genomic profile?

2. does liquid biopsy reflect MM-PCs 
clones dynamics?
=> can be used to measure residual disease?



Kis O. at al. Nat. Comm.(2017)

mutations observed
just in ctDNA!!

liquid biopsy in MM : (1) to profile the genomic landscape



R.Termini et al., IMW 2021

liquid biopsy in MM : (2) to monitor the disease dynamics



1. increment the sensitivity by evaluating more than one alteration
2. not so relevant which alteration!! 

liquid biopsy in MM : (2) to monitor the disease dynamics

Mithraprabhu S. et al. Leukemia (2017)



Mazzotti C. Blood Adv. (2018)

42 patients with BM & ctDNA: 10 D samples + 37 FUP samples

=> IgH/k/l analysis for MRD-NGS (Adaptive): sensitivity 10-6 (?)

ctDNA & IgH– MRD monitoring



1. liquid biopsy is an alternative and reliable  method to measure 
the disease dynamics in MM, as being feasible and meaningful

2. liquid biopsy either collects information from the different 
disease locations or inform about the disease spread => 
overall, is very informative

3. liquid biopsy is low invasive and 
can be repeatedly performed, thus 
allowing a strict disease  
monitoring, aimed at preventing
disease recurrence

worning

worning

take-home message



AIRC IG2019
«StreaMMing: the dynamics
of Multiple Myeloma minimal
residual disease in the 
peripheral blood stream»

”StreaMMing” project
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